
 

Cazana Monthly Pricing Insight 

June 2020 

• Consumer Demand Steady 
• Retail Pricing Increased Marginally 
• Wholesale Stock Shortages Rife 

June saw the end of one of the most difficult periods in automotive history in the UK following the 
worldwide economic challenges resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Retailers were given the go ahead 
by the government to open their showrooms for business after an unprecedented period of enforced 
closure. On June 1st the retail consumer was allowed back to the pitches to buy cars and despite the 
extensive social distancing measure in place, the return to a “new normal” was swift. New processes and 
procedures designed to keep staff and customers safe have been accepted by the consumers and buying a 
new or used car is now more structured and in many cases a quicker process. Timed appointments and 
unaccompanied test drives appear to have accelerated the decision-making process and taken away the 
often-lengthy objection handling and subsequent closing process. 

The new car market also returned but not in the way that many would have liked or indeed expected. With 
new car registrations down 34.9% on the same period last year, the question is was this because of a lack 
of new car product or because the consumer was more interested in a used car. Of note is the continued 
increase in BEV registrations with a market penetration of 6.1% for the month. Of equal interest is the drop 
in diesel car registrations to just 15.8% of the whole market. 

The positive news is that from a used car pricing perspective, retailers did not, bar the odd exception, drop 
their retail pricing to try and drive sales. The reality is there has not been a need to do so and the difficulty 
in replacing sold units has meant that price reductions may have brought a short term boost to cash flow 
but resulted in a lack of cars to sell and was therefore, a short sighted and counter-productive strategy. 

Looking in more detail at retail pricing and the chart below compares retail pricing as a percentage of cost 
new by age and mileage profile against two previous years. 
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This chart gives a very high-level indication as to the used car pricing position during June and it is 
immediately clear that pricing has increased across all age and mileage profiles although the pricing position 
is not as strong for three-year-old cars as it was in 2018. It is also interesting to note the strength of the 
Quick Turn age and mileage profile for June 2020 which is stronger than it has been for some time. This 
reflects the lower volumes of pre-reg cars in the market although it is worth noting that a higher % of original 
cost new can also indicate that the balance of premium brand product to volume OEM sourced cars may 
have shifted. This may also be the reason that the new car registration figure for June was so low. 

Looking in a little more detail and the chart below highlights pricing movements across the month by Price 
Range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data powered by Cazana 

This chart looks at the retail pricing movements across the whole market during June and not just individual 
advertising platform data, and as such is a more comprehensive view of the UK market retail pricing activity. 
Focussing at a high level reviewing all fuel types, the data shows that for three price ranges there has been 
an increase in retail pricing albeit reasonably modest. However, it is also important to note some minimal 
downward moves between £10k and £50k. The overall monthly retail price summary is an increase of 0.03% 
and whilst small this reflects the strength of consumer demand during the month. Looking at the detail in 
the data shows where the big gains and losses have taken place and this is essential to ensure maximisation 
of market nuances daily. Realtime retail driven insight is the only way to stay truly in touch with the market. 

As a comparison, this chart also looks at the pricing movements during June 2019 and this qualifies the 
strength in the market in 2020 despite the impact of COVID-19. Last year saw a whole market reduction in 
retail pricing across all fuel types of 6.38%.  

Part of the reason for the strength in pricing has been the lack of available replacement stock. As predicted 
by Cazana in early May the vehicle supply chain has proven to be in a somewhat weakened state and from 
June 1st as retail sale volumes climbed, the physical auction environment remained dormant until the middle 
of the month. With only online auctions taking place it was difficult to source used car stock. What 
exacerbated the situation was the fact that many of the logistics staff were, and in some cases still are, on 
furlough meaning the collection and delivery of cars was very slow to pick up. Even after opening, auction 
houses struggled to move cars on site and prep centres faced similar difficulties with the complications of 
multi car movements and the requirements for social distancing on site. This position looks set to cause 
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supply difficulty for some weeks to come with delivery facilitation currently at full stretch frustrating those 
dealers that have bought stock but can’t get their hands on it. 

The next chart looks at how the volume of retail advertised cars changed during the course of June. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data powered by Cazana 

This chart reflects the volume of new retail adverts coming to the market week by week during the month 
and is shown by the bars and is also split by age profile. The line quantifies the total percentage increase or 
decreases by age profile over the course of the month. This data indicates the availability of replacement 
used car stock and can also be used to interpret the retail sales demand for cars by profile.  

Therefore, in comparison to the beginning of the month the number of retail adverts for some age profiles 
increased significantly and this confirms that there was an uplift in the number of cars coming to the market. 
This is interesting given the widely reported supply chain restrictions although could reflect the immediate 
boost in wholesale activity once the retail showrooms opened for business which subsequently depleted 
the supply of wholesale stock. Of note is the drop in adverts for the Older Part Exchange and Older car 
profiles and this corroborates the reports of increased demand for this age of car and highlights the shortage 
of replacement stock in the wholesale market. This ties in with the increase in price shown in the second 
chart for the sub £10k price range. 

In conclusion, looking at the whole month data, retail pricing has increased but only marginally. It is wise to 
remember that the detail shows some significant peaks and troughs on a week by week basis specifically 
when looking at different fuel types, OEMs and individual models. The retail consumer has largely felt 
comfortable with the new sales environment but at the same time, the development of “mouse to house” 
solutions has accelerated as predicted by Cazana in April. This is essential to ensure the industry reaches all 
customers including those that feel uncomfortable going to the showrooms. 

The short to mid term future looks set to remain positive although consideration must be given to what 
may happen as the autumn approaches and some of the government financial support for consumers and 
businesses is withdrawn. It is acknowledged that a recession is on the way and that unemployment will rise 
but the question is how long will the recession last, and what will happen with consumer confidence and 
disposable income. What is certain is that understanding market trends and nuances will be the key to 
ensuring that commercial strategy is developed to suit the changing market. The need to be flexible and 
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responsive in operational structure, pricing  and stocking has never been more important and using retail 
driven realtime insight is an excellent way of ensuring funders, retailers and remarketers are fully aware of 
fact-based retail pricing trends to facilitate enhanced financial return.  
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